PIONEER BRIDGES
A division of Bailey Bridges, Inc.

With over 50 years of bridge building experience...

...we are truly the PIONEERS of the industry.

www.pioneerbridges.com  866-708-5778  256-845-7775 fax
With over five decades of bridge design and fabrication experience, the team at **Pioneer Bridges** has the ability to meet almost any bridge need. Our staff has extensive experience with pedestrian and vehicular steel truss bridges and we appreciate a challenge… no bridge is standard at **Pioneer**. Every project is special!

**Pioneer Bridges** are perfect for hiking/biking trails, golf courses, highway overpasses, industrial conveyor/pipe supports and vehicular bridges (one or two lane). From small garden bridges in your backyard and private driveway bridges to long clear span pedestrian bridges spanning wetlands and heavy highway loadings required by the construction industry, **Pioneer** has the right bridge for any project. Let us bridge your gap with a bridge that will be the perfect fit for you project.

**Pioneer Bridges** can be fabricated in a wide range of sizes to suit your needs. Widths range from 5 feet to 30 feet and clear span lengths can be as long as 200 feet. With support piers (provided by others) you can span virtually any distance. Our prefabricated steel truss designs allow for easy installation of even the largest bridge projects.

**Pioneer Bridges** are available in several different truss styles and can be fabricated with multiple finish and floor options. Whether you want an elegant bow truss style or the classic Pratt truss, **Pioneer** can provide them all. You can choose from virtually “maintenance free” weathering steel or from a wide variety of paint colors. Decking options range from pressure treated pine and ipe hardwood to concrete or steel grating. Safety rails can be made from steel, wood or even steel cables (as shown in the picture to the right).
Let us help you step by step through your bridge project:

**Design:** Whether you are an experienced bridge specifier or this is your first bridge job, our staff of engineers is available to help you with your technical and budgetary requirements. Our bridge design team of registered professional engineers are licensed in all fifty states and Puerto Rico. We have designed thousands of bridges all across the United States and many foreign countries.

**Fabrication:** Our fabrication plant is certified by the American Institute of Steel Construction for the fabrication of Simple and Major Steel Bridges. Our Quality Assurance Program guarantees you the very best in design and workmanship. With certified welders and Certified Welding Inspectors on staff you can rest assured that your bridge will be designed and fabricated with the highest level of quality available in the industry. Plus, all Pioneer Bridges carry a 10-year warranty.

**Delivery:** Pioneer Bridges offers nationwide shipping of our prefabricated steel truss bridges. Your bridge will be delivered to the nearest location that is easily accessible to over-the-road trucks. We can ship a bridge up to 14’ x 80’ in one piece. Larger bridges are spliced for easier shipment.

**Installation:** Virtually all of our bridges can be installed in one day. Larger bridges that have to be spliced for shipment can be easily bolted together (no field welding required) and erected in hours instead of days as required by “stick-built” bridges. This allows for minimum disruption of the job site and gets people walking or driving across your bridge as quickly as possible.
For over half a century, bridging the span of time...

Bailey Bridges, Inc. has been producing prefabricated steel truss vehicular and pedestrian bridges since the 1950's. A few years ago, Bailey Bridges decided to market our pedestrian bridges under the trade name Pioneer Bridges. This was to make it easy for our customers to distinguish these permanent truss pedestrian bridges from our vehicular modular bridge line (many of which are refurbished temporary bridges). The name may have changed but the quality remains the same and still stands the test of time.

The Ultimate Value in Prefabricated Bridges:

Every Pioneer Bridge is designed and constructed with safety as the ultimate value. The value of a pre-engineered, prefabricated steel truss Pioneer Bridge is no accident.

Safe, durable, affordable... and beautiful. Pioneer Bridges fit naturally and attractively in any environment.

Our 100,000 square foot fabrication facility is dedicated to provide you the customer with the quality and service you deserve.

Give us a call today and let the Pioneers of the industry help you meet your bridge needs.

112 40th Street NE
Fort Payne, AL  35967
866-708-5778
256-845-7575
256-845-7775 fax
www.pioneerbridges.com
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